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Dear friend,

There is now an imminent risk that

the NATO countries' reaction to

Russia's invasion will have worse

long-term consequences than the

invasion itself. 

The sanctions and isolation policies were decided with only emotional and

self-righteous tit-for-tat and so fast that they will, beyond doubt,

boomerang on the West itself. 

It's time to cool down before more harm is done. It's time to think. And to

study much more what the underlying con� icts are about and stop

focusing only on the violence: "An eye for an eye will one day make the

whole world blind," as Gandhi said.

That's where the situation is heading now.

So, here are some new articles and videos in the service of con�ict-

resolution and peace - if anyone remembers that word:

Jack Matlock, last Ambassador to the USSR: NATO’s Expansion Was A

Mistake

Jan Oberg (2016): Ukraine as the border of NATO expansion

Branko Marcetic: The CIA may be breeding Nazi terror in Ukraine

John Mearsheimer (2015): Why is Ukraine the West’s fault?

Ukraine crisis: Time for some peace diplomacy, visions of a better

future

Kevin Gosztola: The Inevitability Of Russia’s Attack On Ukraine 

Anatol Lieven: Ukraine – What Russia wants, what the West can do 
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Finally, visit TFF's daily updated magazine "Transnational Peace A�airs"

with news and analyses from around the world, in an exciting new format.

All at one place at your �ngertips. 

My best - Jan Oberg, PhD, director and co-founder

Latest news, views & themes

- gourmet food for peace thinking and policy-making

More essential readings to prepare you for the future

By the way, TFF predicted the present situation in Europe 5 years ago

in TFF PressInfo # 390 - Ten Articles on the New Cold War and a

Re�ection. That nobody listens, often means that you are right.

Now, check these earlier treasures if you have missed them.

Jan Oberg: Ukraine: What Should Have Been Done? 

From Dangerous Militarist Thinking Towards Con�ict-Resolution

And Peace. 

Alfred De Zayas: A Culture of Cheating – On the Origins of the

Crisis in Ukraine 

Robin Poulton: Ukrainian Sovereignty Means Not Joining NATO 

Ted Snider: Six Things the Media Won’t Tell You About Ukraine

Jan Oberg: There were alternatives: Why Russia Should Not Have

Bombed Ukraine

Larry Wilkerson: It’s time to roll back NATO itself 

Jan Oberg: Ukraine - The West has paved the road to war with

lies

NATO Expansion: Blinken and Stoltenberg lie intentionally and

the media let them

Gordon Hahn: NATO Expansion, Maidan Ukraine, and the

Donbas War

TFF Miniblog, News & Notes 2021

You...

- are the object of a psychological operation aiming to make you have

only negative views about China. It's the world's most important
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"Transnational Peace A�airs"

News and analyses of direct importance

for the prospects of global peace -

mostly found and "�ipped" from the best

of the non-mainstream sources. Main

focus on themes that are TFF's. 

Now explore and follow...

"Militarism & Environment"

Materials on the many links between the

two most serious crises humanity faces.

Attempts to create synergy between

those �ghting for solutions since both

problems rest on the acceptance of

violence. Now explore and follow ...

con�ict. 

Read at least the 15-point Executive Summary of TFF's pathbreaking report,

"Behind the Smokescreen".

And two memoires

Richard Falk’s

‘Public Intellectual: The Life Of A Citizen Pilgrim’ 

Book Review

Jan Oberg's 

"Goodbye Peace…Worldmoires"

An online book in the making that you're invited to follow

Listen to many TFF articles on 

TFF's online magazines
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Feature

China and the Belt & Road Initiative - BRI

The West, the US in particular, is building a new Cold

War with China while China thinks 40 years ahead

and builds the BRI with 80 other countries. No matter

what you think about China, it is wise to build on

knowledge, not propaganda. TFF helps you by this

rapidly growing collection of unbiased articles and

videos. Go here...

TFF Live
Live programs with sharp

analyses, comments and

educational stu� - watch here

when we resume.

Education links
TFF has many links to news and

analyses that help you know

better and decide what you can

trust. Begin here...

Peace +
What is peace? It's concepts,

theories and practical proposals

- to solve con�ict with as little

violence as possible - from

Gandhi to the UN. Our peace

theme is rich and, together with

Links above, great for self-study.

Begin here...

Living in China
TFF Associate, Gordon Dumoulin,

is a Dutch businessman and

global thinker living in Beijing.

He shares observations and

photos almost daily - short,

surprising and beautiful. Visit

and follow... 

Feature

Why permanently targetted by the West?

TFF Associate, Dr Farhang Jahanpour, Oxford, has

written a ten-part series "Not Iran Too." It gives you

the history of Iran in relation to the wider Middle East

as well as the West - perceptions and policies and

why this US/West con�ict with Iran continues. 

Begin here...

You support militarism with your tax money. Please

support peace too

There is no such thing as a free peace...
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TFF is exclusively people-�nanced, no corporate or government

funds whatsoever. All-volunteer too. That has preserved our

legendary integrity, free research and political incorrectness. But

we need a little - for this newsletter, homepage, subscriptions

and for our on-the-ground fact-�nding in con�ict areas. Even the

smallest sum is big for a shoestring operation like TFF. 

Go here - it is easy, fast and secure...Thanks a lot!

Jan Oberg - PhD, director & co-founder

oberg@transnational.org +46-(0)738 525200

CONTACT

SHARE ON FACEBOOK SHARE ON TWITTER FORWARD EMAIL

TFF • Transnational Foundation for Peace & Future Research

Vegagatan 25, 224 57 Lund - Sweden

You received this email because you signed up on our

website or otherwise indicated an interest in peace and TFF's

peace work - so we hope you won't � ...
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